
An overview of tools and tactics

Lockboxes and Lockdown
Devices



Part I: Simple actions, without
lockdown devices



Locking Arms--A simple lockdown tactic



A little more effective--Locking Arms and Legs



Some more simple lockdowns



Lockdowns Without Equipment

• Advantages
– Lowered legal risks
– Can be implemented quickly and with little preparation
– Much more comfortable than many lockdown devices
– Look less threatening to the general public

•  Disadvantages
– More easily defeated
– Still present hefty legal penalties (resisting arrest, etc.)



Part II: Actions with Light
Equipment



Some simple low intensity devices that may help hold
space:  Rope in front of a row of people makes it
tifficult for police to grab individuals.



Using a banner to help keep participants from
getting pulled out of a march by police.



Lockdowns With Light Equipment
• Advantages

– Lowered legal risks
– Can be implemented with little preparation
– Cost of equipment is very low
– Much more comfortable than many lockdown devices
– Devices do give actors elevated tactical effectiveness
– Look less threatening to the general public

•  Disadvantages
– Easily defeated
– Still present hefty legal penalties (resisting arrest, etc.)
– Requires some cost and preparation



Part III: Actions with Heavier
Equipment



A PVC Lockbox Holding to Activists Together



The Anatomy of a
‘Lockbox’



PVC Lockboxes Connecting Several People in a
Circle



A String of Lockboxes Blocking a Street



A Bicycle U-Lock
Attaching an
Activist to a Gate
by Her Neck



A pair of steel lockboxes holding two activists to a tree



A pair of cement filled lockboxes holding a group of
people together and in place.



A particularly uncomfortable lockdown in a
shopping mall.



Lockdowns With Heavier
Equipment

• Advantages
– Maintains space for a longer period of time

• At the very least (even if the lockdown is removed ‘quickly’) the protest
will stay in place long enough for the media to get to the site

– Sometimes officials will not even attempt to dismantle the devices

•  Disadvantages
– Present more significant legal penalties (resisting arrest, etc.)
– Requires significant preparation and resources
– Most devices are uncomfortable



Part IV: Some Other
Blockades



A tripod used to block a
road



A car with the wheels removed is used to
block the entrance to a parking lot.



A platform suspended in a tree to
prevent it from being cut down




